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Abstract. The replacement transformation operation, already defined in 
[28], is studied wrt normal programs. We give applicability conditions able to 
ensure the correctness ofthe operation wrt Fitting's and Kunen's emantics. 
We show how replacement can mimic other transformation operations such 
as thinning, fattening and folding, thus producing applicability conditions for 
them too. Furthermore we characterize a transformation sequence for which 
the preservation of Fitting's and Kunen's emantics i ensured. 
1 In t roduct ion  
Program transformation is now a widely accepted technique for the systematic de- 
velopment of correct and efficient programs, ee [6,12,15,28,13,18,8,21,22,4] to quote 
just a few papers on this topic. A main concern when transforming a program is 
the preservation of its meaning. In order to express the meaning of a program we 
need to choose a semautics. Unfortunately, as regards logic programs, on one hand 
there is no general agreement on which semantics i the best one, on the other hand 
a transformation can be correct with respect o one semantics and incorrect with 
respect o another one. For instance, in the program 
{ p(X)~-q(X),q(X), q([a,Y]), q([Z,b]). } 
the duplicated atom q(X) in the first clause is superfluous when considering the 
least Herbrand model semantics and then it can be safely deleted from the body of 
the clause. The same operation is not safe when the computed answers emantics 
is considered [3]: in fact the answer substitution X = [a, b] would be missed in the 
transformed program. The first papers on logic programs transformation considered 
definite programs and the least Herbrand model semantics. Normal programs have 
been taken into consideration only recently [19,11,25,24,23] together with suitable 
applicability conditions for guaranteeing the preservation of the meaning of the pro- 
gram. For normal programs the problem of choosing a sensible semantics i in fact 
more serious, given the logical and computational problems related to the introduc- 
tion of negation and the amount of semantic proposals (see [26,27] for an almost 
complete panorama). 
In this paper we concentrate on one transformation operation for normal pro- 
grams: the replacement. This operation has been introduced for definite programs 
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by Tamaki and Sato in [28] and after that it has been rather neglected by people 
working on program transformation apart from Sato himself [23], Mailer [19] and 
Gardner and Shepherdson [11]. It consists in substituting part of a clause body 
with an equivalent conjunction of literals. It is a very general transformation able 
to mimic other operations, uch as thinning, fattening [3] and folding, which can be 
seen as particular instances of replacement. We have defined applicability conditions 
able to guarantee the correct application of replacement with respect o Fitting's 
and Kunen's semantics for normal programs. We choose these semantics for sev- 
eral reasons. Three-valued logic is, in our opinion, very reasonable for dealing with 
normal programs, since it can represent the fact that some query produce a suc- 
cessful answer, some fail, some other produce no answer because ot" circularity in its 
derivation. Both the semantics are defined by means of a monotonous immediate 
consequence operator and this is exploited in our applicability conditions. More- 
over, Kunen's semantics corresponds to the top-down evaluation procedure given by 
SLDNF-resolution when this is complete (for allowed programs and queries [26,2]), 
while Fitting's semantics corresponds to a bottom-up evaluation procedure, when 
the program is stratified [2]. Our applicability conditions for replacement are unde- 
cidable in general, but other decidable conditions can be derived for special cases. 
In the paper we consider two such cases when replacement mimics folding. 
Structure of the paper: the next section briefly recalls the main definitions related 
to Fitting's and Kunen's semantics. The definitions of dependency level of a literal 
wrt a clauseis also given. In section 3 the definitions of equivalence and semantic de- 
lay of a conjunction of literals wrl another one are given and these concepts are used 
to define the applicability conditions for replacement in normal programs. Section 4 
shows how thinning and fattening can be interpreted as special cases of replacement, 
thus yielding, as a consequence, conditions for a safe application of these operations 
to normal programs. Two different definitions of folding are also considered and 
the corresponding applicability conditions are derived from the ones of replacement. 
These conditions are easily checkable ither syntactically or by considering the trans- 
formation history of the program. A short concluding section follows. 
2 P re l iminar ies  
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of logic programming; 
throughout the paper we use the standard terminology of [17] and [1]. We consider 
normal programs, that is finite collections of normal rules, A ~ L1,. . . ,  Lm. where 
A is an atom and L I , - . - ,Lm are literals. Let P be a normal program, Bl, denotes 
the IIerbrand base and ground(P} the set of ground instances of rules of P. 
2.1 Fitting~s and Kunen~s semantics for normal  programs 
We briefly recall here the definitions of Fitting's and Kunen's semantics, for more 
details see [10], [16] and [27]. Both semantics are based on Kleene's three-valued 
logic [14] where the truth values are true, false and undefined. The usual logical con- 
nectives have value true (or false) when they have that value in ordinary two-valued 
logic for all possible replacements of undefined by true or false, otherwise they have 
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the value undefined. 
The usual Clark's completion definition, Comp(P), [7] is extended to three-valued 
logic by replacing ~,  in the completed efinitions of the predicates, with ~3, 
Lukasiewicz's operator of "having the same truth value". This saves Comp(P) from 
the inconsistency that it can have in two-valued logic. For example the program 
P = {p ~-- ~p.} has Comp(P) = {p ~s -'P} which has a model with p undefined. 
Definit ion 1 ( three-valued interpretat ion and model) .  A three.valued (or par- 
tiM) interpretation I is an ordered couple, (T, F), of disjoint sets of ground atoms. 
The atoms in T (resp. F) are considered to be true (resp. false) in I. 
T is the positive part of I and is referred as I+; equivalently F is denoted by 1-.  
Atoms which do not appear in either set are considered to be undefined. 
A three-valued model is a three-valued interpretation which is also a model of Comp(P). 
Let /and  J be two partial interpretations. I C_ J iff I + C J+ and I -  C J - .  
I [=HU gt indicates that the first order formula fit is true in the interpretation I, when 
the underlying universe is the Herbrand Universe. 
Definit ion 2 (Fitt ing's operator  and Fitt ing's semantics).  Let P be a nor- 
mal program and let (T,F)  be a partial interpretation. Fiiting's three-valued im- 
mediate consequence operator, ~p, is defined as ~p(T, F) = (T1, F1) where 
7'1 = {A [ there exists a clause A *--L~,..., Lm. in g~ound(P) and 
L1, . . . ,  Lm are true in (T, F)}; 
Ft = {A [for all clauses A , - -Lx, . . . ,  Lm. in ground(P), 
the conjunction of literals L1, . . . ,  Lm is false in (T, F)}. 
Fitting's three valued model of P, Fit(P), is the least fixed point of the associated 
operator ~/ip. 
We adopt the notation: 
#~ = (T,F); 
+~,+ I(T, F) = +p(+~,(T, r) ) ;  
9 ~,(T, F) = U6<ar f ) ,  when a is a limit ordinal. 
When the argument is omitted, we assume it to be (1~,0): ~ = ~,~(0,0). It follows 
directly from the definition that ~p is a monotonic operator, hence it converges to 
its least fixed point, which is given by ~,  for some ordinal a; then Fit(P) = ~, .  
~p being monotone but not continuous, a could be greater than w. From definition 
2 we have the following. 
Remark. If a ground atom A is true (resp. false) in ~ , ,  where a is a limit ordinal, 
then there exists a successor ordinal/3 < a such that A is true (resp. false) in ~ .  
Fit (P) is the minimal three-valued I-Ierbrand model and it is equal to the intersection 
of all three-valued tIerbrand models of Comp(P). Kunen instead proposes to consider 
as normal programs' emantics the intersection ofall (not just Herbrand ones) three- 
valued models of Comp(P). 
Definit ion 3 (Kunen's  semantics).  Let P be a normal program. Kunen's eman- 
tics of P, Kun(P), is the three-valued interpretation resulting from the intersection 
of all the three-valued models of Comp(P). 
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~e~zar~. 
- h'un(P) = 4~,, hence Kun(P) C Fit(P). 
- Kun(P) coincides with the computable part of the Fitting's model. If Kun(P) is 
Fit(P), then Kuu(P) is not a model of P. 
- Kun(P) is the set of all logical consequences of Comp(P). 
2.2 Dependency  degree 
Let us consider the following normal program: 
P={e l :p  *-- -~q,s. 
c2:q *-- r. 
e3 :r.  
e4:s  *- q. } 
The definitions of the atoms p, q, s and r, all depend from clause c3. Informally we 
could say that the dependency degree of the predicate p over clause e3 is two, as the 
shortest derivation path from a clause having head p to c3 contains two arcs: the first 
from cl to c2, through the negative literal -,q; the second from c2, to c3j through 
the atom r. Similarly, the dependency degree of q and s on e3 are respectively one 
and two and the dependency degree of r on e3 is zero. The next definition formalisos 
this intuitive notion. The atom A and the clause el are assumed to be standardized 
apart. 
Def in i t ion4 (dependency  degree).  Let P be a program, el a clause of P and A 
an atom. The dependency degree of A (and -,.4) on el, depenp(A, cl), is 
0 if A unifies with the head of el; 
n+l  if A does not unify with the head of cl and n is the least integer such that 
there exists a clause C (-- C1, . . . ,  Ck. in P, whose head unifies with A via mgu, 
say, 0, and, for some i, depenp(CiO, el) = n. 
A is independent from cl when no such n exists. 
The definition can be extended to conjunctions of literals. The conjunction of literals 
(L1 A ... A L,)  is independent from el iff all its components are independent from 
el; otherwise the dependency degree of (LI A ... A L , )  on cl is equal to the least 
dependency degree of one of its elements on el, depene((L1 A ... A Ln),ci) = 
inf{depene(L~, el), where 1 < i < n}. 
3 App l i cab i l i ty  cond i t ions  fo r  the  rep lacement  operat ion  
The replacement operation has been introduced by Tamaki and Sate in [28] for 
definite programs. Syntactically it consists in substituting a conjunction, C, of literals 
with another one, D, in the body of a clause. 
Def init ion 5 ( rep lacement) .  Let e : A *-- J ,  C , / f .  be a clause in a normal program 
P and/~ be a conjunction of literals. Replacing C with b in e consists of substituting 
e for e, where d:  A *-- J, D,/[.  replace(P, e, 0,  D) d___~ P\{c} U {e'}. 
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Some applicability conditions are necessary in order to ensure the preservation of
the semantics through the transformation. Such conditions depend on the semantics 
we associate to the program.. In [28J definite programs are considered; the applicabil- 
ity condition requires that C and D are logically equivalent in P and that the size of 
the smallest proof tree for C is greater or equal to the size of the smallest proof tree 
for D. Gardner and Shepherdson, i  [11], give different conditions for preserving pro- 
cedurM (SLDNF) semantics and the declarative one. Such conditions are based on 
Clark's (two valued) completion of the program. Also Maher, in [19,20], studies re- 
placement wrt Success et, Finite Failure Set, Ground Finite Failure Set and Perfect 
Model semantics. Sate, in [23], considers also replacement of tautologically equiv- 
alent formulas in first order programs. We consider the replacement operation for 
normM programs and state some applicability conditions which ensure that Fitting's 
and Kunen's emantics are preserved by the transformation. 
We say that the replacement operation is acceptable only if it does not change 
the Herbrand base of the program. From now on, we shall consider only acceptable 
replacements. 
3.1 Replacement wrt  Fitt lng's semantics 
We now introduce some new definitions for expressing relations between first order 
formulas, such as conjunctions ofliterals, in terms of their semantic properties. They 
are used for defining eneral applicability conditions for transformation perations, 
that is conditions based only on the semantics of the program to be transformed. 
Definition 6 (equivalence wrt Fitt ing's semantics). Let E, F be first order 
formulas and P be a normal program. We can define an order relation based on 
Fitting's semantics of P in this way: E is less defined or equal to F wrl Fit(P), 
E _Fi~(P) F, iff for each ground substitution 0, if E0 is true (resp. false) in Fit(P), 
then F0 is true(false) in Fit(P) as well. F is equivalent to E in Fit(P), F ~-Fi,(P) E, 
iff E ~'i~(p) F and F __.Fit(P) E. 
Note that F ~Fi,(V) E iff Fit(P) ~HU V(F ~a E). 
Consider now the following definite program. 
P = { re(X) ~- n(s(X)). 
n(0). 
n(s(x)) n(x). } 
The predicates m and n have exactly the same meaning, but in order to refute 
the goal ,--m(s(O)). we need four resolution steps, while for refuting ~-n(s(O)). 
two steps are sufficient. Each time ~- n(f). has a refutation (or finitely fails) with j 
resolution steps, ~-re(t). has a refutation (or fails) with k resolution steps, where 
k < j + 2. We can formalise this intuitive idea by saying that the semantic delay of 
m wrt n is 2. By transposing this idea into Fitting's semantics, we have that each 
time n(t) is true (or false) in ~e, re(t) is true (resp. false) in ~+2. 
Definition 7 (delay in Fitt ing's semantics). Let P be a normal program, E and 
F be first order formulas uch that F is equivalent to E in Fit(P). 
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The delay ofF  wrt E in Fitting's semantics i  the least ordinal/3 such that, for each 
ordinal (~ and each ground substitution 0: 
if EO is true (resp. false) in ~,%, then FO is true (resp. false) in ~+O.  
Intuitively, E is true in eP~, iff its truth has been proved from scratch in at most 
steps. The semantic delay of F wrt E shows how many steps later than E, we 
determine the truth value of F (at worse). 
Example 1. Let P be the following program: 
P = { p(0). q(0). 
p(s(0)), q(,(x)) .--p(x). 
p(s(s(x))) . -  p(x). } 
p and q both compute natural numbers and p(X) ~-Fit(P) q(X), but while q(sk(O)) 
is true starting from ~+1,  p(sk(O)) is true starting from d~(~/2)+1. The delay ofp(X) 
wrt q(X) in Fit(P) is zero, in fact if for some ground term t and ordinal a, q(t) 
is true (resp. false) in ~ , ,  then p(t) is also true (resp. false) in ~,~. Vice versa, the 
delay of q(X) wrt p(X) in Fit(P) is w, in fact there exists no integer m < w such 
that if, for some ground term t and ordinal a, p(t) is ~rue (resp. false) in ~ ,  then 
q(t) is true (resp. false) in ~ ,+" .  
When considering Fitting's semantics, our first requirement is the equivalence of 
and/~ wrt Fit(P). It would make no sense to replace C with something which has a 
different meaning. Unfortunately this is not enough, in fact we need the equivalence 
to hold also after the transformation. The equivalence can be destroyed when D 
depends on the modified clause. This is shown by the next example. 
Ezample 2. Let P be the following definite program: 
P={ p~-q. 
cl:q+--r. 
r. } 
Fit(P) = ({p, q, r}, ~). 
p, q and r are all equivalent in Fit(P), but if we replace r with p in the body of el 
we obtain 
P '={ p,--q. 
el * : q ~--p. 
r. } 
which is by no means equivalent to the previous program. In fact Fit(P') = ({r}, 0). 
We have introduced a loop and p and q are no more ~rue. 
Consider now the following normal program: 
P = { d: p(X) ~ ",q(X). 
el : r .-- . . . , - ,q(t) , . . .  
o . .  } 
where d is the only clause defining the predicate symbol p. p(X) and --,q(X) are 
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equivalent in Fit(P). Now, if we replace -,q(t) with p(t) in el, we obtain the following 
program: 
P' = { d: p(X) ~ -,q(X). 
ct : r . . . .  p ( t ) , . . .  
9 . .  } 
which has the same Fitting's emantics as the previous one, that is Fit(P) = Fit(P'). 
This holds even if the definition of p is dependent from el. The point is that "there is 
no room for introducing a loop". We can try to clarify further the previous tatement: 
replacing "-,q(t) by p(t) in el preserves Fitting's emantics of the initial program if 
- either p does not depend on cl or ~ 
- the dependency level of p on cl (this is how big the loop would be) is greater 
or equal iv the semantic delay of p(X) wrt -,q(X) in Fit(P) (this is the space 
where the loop would be introduced). 
In our example the delay of p(X) wrt -,q(X) in Fit(P) is one: 
~ ~Hu- 'q(X)r  iff ~+x ~HU p(X)r and 
~5~, ~HU q(X)r iff ~i~, +1 ~HU -,p(X)v. 
d is the only clause defining predicate p and d ~ cl, then depenp(p(X), c/) > O, thus 
satisfying the above conditions. 
Theorem 8 (applicabillty eonditlons wrt Fitt lng's semantics), Let P be a nor- 
mal program, cl : A ~-- J, C, H. be a clause of P where J, C, H are conjunctions 
of literals. Let D be another conjunction of literals and pi be the program resulting 
from the replacement of C with D in cl, P' = P\{cl} U{el' : A ,---J,D,H.}. Let 
X be the set of variables of C local wrt cl and not in D, 
X = v,r(C)\(var(b) O ~r(A)  V vat(B) U vat(Y));_ 
Y be the set of variables of D local wrt cl I and not in C, 
Y =. var(b)k(var(O) U v~(A) U oar(#) U var(Y)). 
If 3XC is equivalent to 3YD in Fit(P) and one of the following two conditions 
holds: 
1. D is independent from el; 
2. the dependency degree of L) on cl is greater or equal to the delay in Fit(P) of 
(3Yb)  wa (~XC); 
then Fit(P) = Fit(P'). 
The theorem is a direct consequence of the following two lemmas. 
Lemma9.  I f3YD "~Fit(P) ~XO, then Fit(P) D_ Fit(P'). 
Lemmal0 .  Let Z = (vat(C)O vaT(D)) \ (XUY)  be the set of non-local variables 
in ~and D. If 
(i) ~XO "~rit(e) 3YD; 
(it) for each ground substitution a having Z as domain, if Dq is dependent on el, 
then the dependency degree of Dcr on cl is greater or equal to the delay in Fit(P) 
of (3YD)a wrt (3XC)o', 
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then Fit(P) C Fit(P'). 
The proofs of the lemmata, in the simpler case in which (~ and/ )  are ground 
literals are given in [5]. The general case is proved in [9]. The proof strictly depends 
on the fact that the semantics is defined by means of an immediate consequence 
operator. 
3.2 Replacement wrt  Kunen's  semantics 
When considering Kunen's semantics we have to give a slightly different notion 
of equivalence between conjunctions of literals. This is illustrated by the following 
example. 
Example 3. Let us consider the following program: 
P = { p(s(X)) ~-p(X). 
cl : r(b) *--f. 
q } 
In Fit(P), both f and each ground instance of p(X) are falseItenee, from definition 
6, p(X) ~--FIKP) f. Since p is independent from el, we can replace f with p(X) in 
the body of cl and, by theorem 8, the resulting program P' has the same Fitting's 
semantics of the original one. 
P' -- { p(s(X)) ~--p(X). 
el': r(b) .--p(X). 
q } 
But such replacement operation is not safe wrt Kunen's semantics: r(b) is false in 
Kun(P), while it is undefined in Kun(P'). In fact even if all ground instances of 
p(X) are false in Kun(P), just like (all ground instances of) f ,  p(X) and f cannot 
be considered equivalenl wrt Kunen's emantics. 
In Kunen's emantics we consider only equivalence below w and define the semantic 
delay consequently. 
Definit ion 11 (equivalence wrt  Kunen's  semantics). Let E, F be first order 
formulas and P be a normal program. We can define an order relation based on 
Kunen's semantics of P in this way: E is less defined or equal to F wrl Kun(P), 
E -<K,n(P) F, iff for each integer j there exists an integer k such that 
for each ground substitution 0,
if EO is true (reap. false) in 4gp, then fO is true (false) in ~ , .  
F is equivalent to E in in Kun(P), F ~Kun(e) E, iff E "<gun(P) F and F "<K,n(P) 
E. 
Definit ion 12 (delay in Kunen's  semantics). Let P be a normal program, E 
and F be first order formulas uch that F is equivalent to E in Kun(P). 
The delay ofF wrt E in Kunen's semantics i the least integer n such that, for each 
natural m: if EO is true (resp. false) in ~ ,  then FO is true (reap. false) in ~+" .  
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With the above definitions theorem 8 can be transposed in a natural way for Kunen's 
semantics. 
Theorem 13 (applicabil ity condit ions wrt  Kunen's  semantics).  In the hypoth- 
esis of theorem 8, if BX C is equivalent to BY D in Kun( P) and one of the following 
two conditions holds: 
1. D is independent from cl; 
2. the dependency degree of D on cl is greater or equal to the delay in Kun(P)  of 
(3Y b)  wrt (3XC); 
then Kun(P)  = Kun(P') .  
The proof is like the one for Fitting's semantics; it is sufficient o consider only 
ordinals below w. 
4 Rep lacement  vs  o ther  operat ions  
The replacement operation is a very general one. In th~s ection we show how some 
other transformation perations can be interpreted as special cases of replacement. 
In this way we indirectly obtain applicability conditions for these other operations on 
normal programs which ensure that Fitting's and Kunen's semantics are preserved. 
A transformation operation is correct wrt Fitting's (or Kunen's) semantics if it is 
sound and complete wrt that semantics, that is if F i t (P)  = Fit(e') (resp. Kun(P) = 
Kun(PJ)), where P is the initial program and P'  is the result of the operation. 
Thinning and Fattening 
The thin operation allows one to eliminate superfluous literals from the body of a 
clause. 
Definit ion 14 (thin). Let c : A ~ K, L. be a clause in a program P. Thinning c of 
the literals L in P consists of substituting d for e, where d : A ~-- ff(. thin(P, e, L) der 
P\{e} u {r 
The applicability condition must guarantee that the literals are actually super- 
fluous. Conditions have been given for the preservation of the least Herbrand model 
semantics [28,4] and the computed answers emantics for definite programs [18,3] 
and of the Well Founded semantics for normal programs [24]. 
Thinning can be seen as a particular case of replacement. From theorems 8 and 
13, we get the new applicability conditions. 
Theorem 15 (correctness of  thinning).  Let P' be the result of thinning the lit- 
erals Z in the body of c, and let X be the set of local variables of L. l f3X  (f~ A L) 
is equivalent to If  in Fit(P) and one of the following two conditions holds: 
1. [~ is independent from e; 
e. depene(h',e) is greater or equal to the delay of [i wvt 3X ([( AL)  in Fit(P); 
then Fit(P)=Fit(P') .  
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The same result holds using Kunen's instead of Fitting's semantics. 
The conditions given above are more restrictive than the ones given in [4,3]. In fact 
theorem 8 considers also the "negative" information that can be inferred from the 
completion of the program and distinguishes it from non-termination. 
Let us consider the following program: 
P={ r ~-- q. 
c:p 4-- p,q. } 
Being both fa/se, p and q are equivalent in Fit(P), but we cannot eliminate q from 
the body of c, as the delay ofp wrt q is one (q is false in ~ , ,  p is false in ~ , ) ,  while 
depenp(p, el) = O. 
The fallen operation is the inverse of thinning. It consists in introducing redun- 
dant literals in the body of a clause. It  is generally used in order to make possible 
some other transformations such as folding. 
Dof in i t ion l6  ( fatten).  Let c : A *-/'s be a clause in a program P and L a con- 
junction of literals. Fattening c with L in P consists of substituting d for e, where 
d :  A ~ K, L. fallen (P, e, B) de=r P\{c} U {e'}. 
The literals added to the body of the clause must be "superfluous". Conditions 
have been given for the preservation of the least Iierbrand model semantics [28,4] 
and the computed answers emantics [3] of definite programs. 
Theorems 8 and 13 supply the applicability conditions also for the fatten opera- 
tion when applied to normal programs, 
Theorem 17 (correctness of  fattening).  Let P~ be the result of fattening the 
body of c with L and let X be the set of local variables of L, X = var(L)\var(c). 
If 3X (r~( A L) is equivalent to f( in Fit(P) and one of the following two conditions 
holds: 
1. K A L isindependent from c; 
e. depenp(K A L,  c) is greater or equal to the delay of qx  (fs A L) wrt R in 
FiKP); 
the,, Fit(P)=Fit(P'). 
The same result holds using Kunen's instead of Fitting's semantics. 
Folding 
The fold operation consists in substituting an atom for an equivalent conjunction of 
literals, in the body of a clause. This operation isgenerally used in all the transforma- 
tion systems in order to pack back unfolded clauses and to detect implicit recursive 
definitions. In the literature we find different definitions for this operation. This is 
due to the fact that it is not generally safe even for definite programs and declarative 
semantics and its application must be restricted by some conditions which depend on 
the semantics we choose. We show here two ways of using the replacement operation 
in order to perform folding in normal programs. The first folding depends only on 
the program to be transformed, while the second one depends on a transformation 
sequence. Both seem to be useful in program transformations. 
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Definit ion 18 (.reversible folding). Let P be a normal program, cl : R ~- J, K' ,L.  
and d : Q ~ K be distinct clauses of P, Y be the set of local variables of K, 
Y = var(K)\var(Q). If there exists a substitution 0, dora(O) = var(f i ) \Y,  such 
that K ~ = Ka mad d is the only clause of P whose head unifies with QO; 
then the result of folding K I in cl by using d as folding clause, is the program: 
Pt = P\{cl} tJ {el': n ,-- ], QO, L.}. 
This operation corresponds to the one considered in [19,11]. To prove its correct- 
ness wrt Fitting's and Kunen's semantics we need the following lemma. The proof 
is omitted since it is straightforward. 
Lemma 19. Let P be a normal program, cl : Q ~ [(. be a clause of P, X be the 
set o f  local variables of Q, X = var(Q)\var(f() and Y be the set of local variables 
of K, Y = var([i)\var(Q). If  O is a substitution such that dom(O)=var(K)kY and 
cl is the only clause of P whose head unifies with QO, then 
a) 3XQO is equivalent o 3YKO in Fit(P) and Kun(P); 
b) the delay of 3XQO wrt 3YRO in Fit(P) and Kun(P) is one. 
Theorem 20 (correctness of reversible folding). The reversible fold operation 
is correct wrl Fitting's and Kunen's semantics. 
Proof. From lemma 19 we have that BXQO is equivalent to 3YfiO in Fit(P) and the 
delay of 3XQO wrt 3Y[(O in Fit(P) is one. 
Since d is the only clause that unifies with QO and d • el, depene(QO, el) > O. 
We can then replace/i~ =/ ' (0  with QO in the body of el, thus obtaining P'. This 
operation coincides with the folding defined in 18. By theorem 8, we have that  
Fit( P)=Fit( P'). 
A similar reasoning holds also for Kunen's semantics. [] 
Example 4. Let us consider the following program: 
P -- { cl :p(X) ,--q(X,b),-~s(X),r(a,X). q(X,a). 
d : r(Z, Y) *-- q(Y, Z), -~s(Y). q(X, b). 
r(a,Y) ~-p(Y). 
With 0 = {Z = b}, we have that body(d)O is a variant of (q(X, b),-~s(X)) and that 
d is the only clause of P whose head unifies with r(Z, Y)O. Hence we can fold clause 
el, thus obtaining the program: 
P = { cl : p(X) . -  r(b, X), r(,, X). 
d: r(Z, Y) . -  q(Y, Z),'~s(Y). 
r(a, y)  ~ p(Y). 
q(X,a). 
q(X,b). 
We consider now a fold operation similar to the ones defined in [28,25] since 
it depends on the transformation history. The operation and the transformation 
sequence are defined in terms of each other. 
Definit ion 21 (recursive folding). Let P0,. . . ,  P~ be a transformation sequence, 
cl : R ~-- J ,  ]~  L. a clause of Pk, d: Q ~-- K.  a non-recursive, definite clause of /~,  
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where j < k and/'~ has no local variables, that is, var([s C vat(Q)_ 
If there exists a substitution 0, dora(O) = var(/~), such that K' = go  and d is the 
only clause of P/ whose head unifies with QO and if one of the following conditions 
holds: 
1. Q is independent from cl in Pk, or 
2. Pk was obtained from Pj by applying the unfolding operation to all the atoms 
of R; 
then the result of recursive folding /s in cl, by using d as folding clause, is the 
program: Pk+l = Pk\{cl} U {cl' : R ~- ],QO, L.} 
It is worth noting that we require the clause d to be non-recursive but indirect 
recursion is not excluded. 
Definit ion 22 (transformation sequence). A transformation sequence is a se- 
quence P0 . . . .  , Pn where for eacb i, 0 < i _< n, Pi is obtained from Pi-1 by applying 
either an unfolding, or a thinning, fattening, reversible folding or recursive folding. 
Example 5. A simple example of recursive folding is the following: 
P = { d: thereiszero(L) ~ member(O, L). 
member(X, [X I T]). 
member(X, Ill I T]) ~- member(X, T). } 
Predicate thereiszero(L) is true in Fit(P) when L is a list containing a zero. By 
unfolding the body of d we obtain the following: 
P2 = P\{d} U { d1: thereiszero([O I T]). 
dz : thereiszero([H IT]) *-- member(O,T). } 
We can now apply recursive fold to member(O,T) in the body of d2, by using d as 
folding clause; the result is: 
P3 = P\{d} U { d, : thereiszero([O IT]). 
da: thereiszero([g 17]) 4-- thereiszero(T). ] 
Now predicate thereiszero is recursive and independent from other definitions. 
The unfold operation is correct wrt Fitting,s and Kunen's emantics. The proof 
for Fitting's model can be found in [9], while Kunen's case is an easy corollary of 
the same proof. 
To prove the correctness of recursive folding, we need the following results. 
Lemma23.  Let P be a normal program, d : Q, ~-- 1s a definite, nonrecursive, 
clause of P and X the set of local variables of Q. Let 0 be a substitution such that 
dora(O) = var(R), and P' the program obtained by unfolding all the atoms in R. 
ff K has no local variables, vat(K) C_ vat(Q), and d is the only clause of P whose 
head unifies with O,a, then 
a) 3XQO is equivalent to RO in Fit(P') and Kun(P'); 
b) the delay of3XQO wrt A'O in Pit(P') and Kun(P') is zero. 
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As regards Fitting's semantics, the proof can be found in [5]. For Kunen's se- 
mantics it can be obtained in a similar way. 
Theorem 24 (correctness of  reeurslve folding). The reeursive folding operation 
is correct wrt Filling's and Kunen's semantics. 
Proof. If Pk was obtained from Pj by unfolding all the atoms in /'(', from lemma 
23 3XQO is equivalent to/-i0 and the delay of 3XQO wrt/-~'0 is zero in Fit(Pk) 
and Kun(Pk). This implies that the delay of 3XQO wrt/~0 cannot be greater than 
depene(QO, el) and theorems 8 and 13 are applicable. If Q is independent from el in 
Pk, by theorems 8 and 13 we can as well replace/~l = f(O with Q0 in el. [] 
Corol lary 25 (correctness of  a t ransformat ion sequence).  All the programs in 
a transformation sequence have the same Filting's and Kunen's semantics. 
We give now an example to show that in the definition 21, it is not possible to 
drop the condition that/~" must not have local variables. 
Example 6. Let P be the program: 
P = { el: q(a) *-- p(X). 
p(s(x)) ,--p(X). } 
q(a) is equivalent to 9Xp(X) in Fit(P) and the delay of q(a) wrt 3Xp(X) in Fit(P) 
is one. Since the body of cl cohtains local variables, the unfold operation cannot 
reduce the semantic delay between q(a) and 3Xp(X). By unfolding p(X) in cl we 
obtain: 
P'  = { el' : q(a) ~- p ( r ) .  
p(s(X)) *-- p(X). } 
which is identical to P modulo renaming of variables. Thus the delay between q(a) 
and 3Xp(X) in Fit(P) has not changed. This shows that lemma 23 depends on the 
condition on local variables. 
In the last program, since p(Y) in el' is the result of an unfold operation, we 
could apply the fold operation defined in [25], using cl as the defining clause. The 
result would be: 
P" = { cl" : q(a) ,--- q(a). 
p(s(x)) ~- p(X) } 
But q(a) is undefined in Fit(P"), hence Fit(P")#Fit(P). 
This can be used as a counterexample for proving the following corollary. 
Corol lary 26. The fold operation defined in [25] does not preserve Fitting's seman- 
tics. 
5 Conc lus ions  
In this paper we study the replacement transformation operation wrt normal pro- 
grams. It consists in substituting a conjunction of literals, C, in a clause body, with 
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an equivalent conjunction of literals,/9. We propose some conditions which guaran- 
tee the preservation of Fitting's and Kunen's semantics during the transformation. 
The equivalence between C and D is obviously necessary but it is generally not sufli- 
eient. In fact we also need to preserve the equivalence after the transformation. Such 
equivalence can be destroyed only when/9 depends on the modified clause. Hence 
we establish a relation between the level of dependency of/9 from the clause and the 
difference in "semantic omplexity" between C and D. Such semantic omplexity is 
measured by counting the number of applications of the fixed point operator which 
are necessary in order to determine the truth or falsity of a predicate. For Fitting's 
semantics this complexity can go beyond to. 
By considering replacement as a generalization of other transformation opera- 
tions, such as thinning, fattening and folding, we show how replacement applicability 
conditions can be used also for them. A variant of the Tamaki-Sato's transformation 
sequence is defined which preserves Fitting's and Kunen's emantics. The applicabil- 
ity conditions considered for folding are rather simple since they are either syntactic 
or they depend on the history of the transformation. 
Future work requires: 
(i) to single out further cases where syntactic onditions are sufficient for a safe 
application of replacement and 
(ii) to define applicability conditions for replacement wrt other semantics for 
normal programs. Actually, in [9] the Well Founded Model semantics has already 
been considered and similar results have been obtained. The proof however is much 
more complex due to the asymmetric construction of the positive and negative parts 
of the model. 
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